"Navigating Emotions at the Workplace"
A Two-Hour Workshop with Julia Zhu Meade, Career and Leadership Coach

Tuesday, November 7, 2017
6p-8p
Daniels College of Business

2 Hours CPE Available
Cost for students - $15 includes buffet dinner.

It is common to believe that technical competencies are the primary driver of success in the workplace. But human beings are fundamentally emotional beings, and our emotions – including anger, fear, frustration, as well as joy, gratitude, and hope – are very much present in the workplace, although we rarely talk about them. Whether we are aware of it or not, our emotions determine how we show up at work and what results we produce in our interactions with colleagues and clients. Often the ability to navigate the emotional range can make or break one’s career.

This workshop is designed to help you recognize some common emotions in yourself and others, as well as the narratives behind them. You will also walk away with some practical tools to shift out of negative emotions into positive and life-serving emotions.

RSVP to "Navigating Emotions at the Workplace"
Beta Alpha Psi’s Officer Elections
Thursday, November 9, 2017
Meeting begins at 12p
DCB 345 (The Core Classroom)

It is time for our regular elections for the Winter and Spring term! The commitment for the term is through Winter Quarter 2018 and Spring Quarter 2018. This is to cater to our students who go on internship in the Winter Quarter. All positions are open for students to run. *Pledges are highly encouraged to run for positions - application deadline is Wednesday, November 1 by 11:59p.*

If you have questions on officer elections or on how to apply for an officer position, please contact Amanda Kendall at president.dubap@gmail.com.

Scholarships

**NEW! Newton D. Becker Scholarship:** The Newton D. Becker Scholarship offers students seeking their CPA financial assistance to prepare for the CPA Exam. To be eligible for this scholarship you must be an accounting student or professional, be a U.S. resident, be unemployed and in financial need, *meet the requirements to sit for CPA Exam*, and provide references who can speak to your commitment to community service, such as a professor, community leader, or clergy member. **The application deadline is December 1, 2017. To apply, visit the [Newton D. Becker Scholarship Program website](#).**

**NEW! Frank L. Greathouse Government Accounting Scholarship:** The Frank L. Greathouse Government Accounting Scholarship provides scholarships to students preparing for a career in state and local government finance in the United States or Canada. This scholarship is open to undergraduate and graduate students studying/majoring in accounting and have a letter of recommendation from someone who can speak to your commitment to the public sector. **The application deadline is January 26, 2018. To apply - and to view other scholarship available for those interested in the public sector - visit the [Government Finance Officers Association website](#).**

**Ritchie-Jennings Memorial Scholarship:** The Ritchie-Jennings Memorial Scholarship is currently accepting applications from accounting, business administration, finance, and criminal justice majors who have a desire to pursue a career in fraud examination or similar anti-fraud profession. Applicants need to be currently enrolled as a full-time student and plan on being a full-time student in the 2018-2019 academic year. This scholarship is open to undergraduate and graduate students. **The application deadline is January 29, 2018. To apply, visit the [Ritchie-Jennings Memorial Scholarship website](#) or the [Newton D. Becker Scholarship Program website](#).**
NEW! KPMG has posted three full-time positions and two internships all in Denver! Interviews will be hosted at the KPMG Denver Ignition Center. Students with a background in Information Systems, Information Science, Business/Data Analytics, Computer Science, Computer Information Systems, Engineering, Management, Finance, Economics, Statistics, or Accounting are encouraged to apply. All applications are due by November 3rd at 11:59p.

- **Associate, Summer 2018 - Tax Ignition D&A Modeling**: This position supports the KPMG team with a variety of data analytic tasks including data collection/retrieval from source systems, data loading/normalization, testing for accuracy/completeness, analysis/modeling, and reporting/communicating results. For a full list of job responsibilities, position’s qualifications, and to apply please visit the [Associate of Tax Ignition D&A Modeling position’s webpage](#).

- **Associate, Summer 2018 - Tax Ignition Digital Labor**: This position is responsible for the creation of technical documents for software products using Visio, UML, PowerPoint and Office and reviewing and analyzing business requirements and provide technical feasibility and estimates. For a full list of job responsibilities, position’s qualifications, and to apply please visit the [Associate of Tax Ignition Digital Labor webpage](#).

- **Associate, Summer 2018 - Tax Ignition Data & Analytics**: This position will work on one or more more digital technologies such as Process Robotics, Machine Learning, Data Analytics or other emerging technologies. For a full list of job responsibilities, position’s qualifications, and to apply please visit the [Associate of Tax Ignition Data & Analytics position’s webpage](#).

- **Intern, Summer 2018 - Tax Ignition Digital Labor**: Gain experience by engaging with KPMG’s variety of clients across multiple industries. This position is responsible for the creation of technical documents for software products using Visio, UML, PowerPoint and Office. This program begins with training in June and is approximately an eight-week program. For a full list of job responsibilities, position’s qualifications, and to apply please visit the [Intern of Tax Ignition Digital Labor webpage](#).

- **Intern, Summer 2018 - Tax Ignition Data & Analytics**: Learn what it’s really like to be a tax professional! Create technical documents for software products using Visio, UML, PowerPoint and Office during KPMG’s internship program which begins in June and lasts approximately a eight weeks. For a full list of job responsibilities, position’s qualifications, and to apply please visit the [Intern of Tax Ignition Data & Analytics position’s webpage](#).
Fall Academic Hood Presentation Ceremony

Friday, November 17
4:30p-7p
The Cable Center
2001 Buchtel Blvd.
Denver, CO 80210

The Daniels College of Business Fall Academic Hooding is being held on Friday, November 17 at 4:30pm. Our special Daniels Hooding Ceremony is held every quarter when Daniels graduate students are presented with hoods which recognized us as the recipients of master’s degrees.

Registration is coming soon! Please be on the lookout for an email from Daniels providing registration details or keep an eye on hooding ceremony details on the Daniels Event Calendar.

Winter Break is 3 Weeks Away! Enjoy these Last Remaining Fall Quarter Events at DU

Corporate Finance Career Fair
Nov. 1, 3p-6p, Marcus Commons, Daniels Career Fair for anyone interested in a career in Corporate Finance.

Networking Etiquette Mixer
Nov. 6, 5p-7p, Tuscan Ballroom, Joy Burns
Learn the essentials of networking.

Salary and Offer Negotiation
Nov. 9, 12p-1p, Margery Reed 106
Attain the job offer you deserve!

LinkedIn and Your Online Presence
Nov. 13, 4:15p-5:15p, Location TBD
Learn the many ways LinkedIn can benefit your professional presence.